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I. VENEllANDI ~PIRIU·J P. ZUFF.uDt·

THE TIN DEPOSIT OF MONTE VALERIO (TUSCANY):
NEW FACTUAL OBSERVATIONS FOR A GENETIC DISCUSSION"

ABSTIlACT. - All the Authors which were concerned with Monte Valerio supported
pyrometasomadc or pneumatholitic-hydrolhermal genetic processes, linked to the Mio-Pliocene
acidic magmatic activity. The present Authors, on the basis of factual observations directly
achieved. and/or reported in the existing literature, suggest syn.sedimentary Tin deposition,
followed by partial supergene remobilization, and assignc a very limited role (if any) to ~
Mio-PliOCttlC: magtnatism and metamOrphism on Tin distribution.

RuSSUNTO. - Tuui g1i Autori cbe si sono lino ad ora occupati di Monte Valeric
ne _tengooo una ,enes.i p~tka 0 pneumatolitiCo-idrotermale, conne5SII all'altivita
mqmatica acida mio-pliocenia. Per parte nostra, sclla base di dati di osservaziooe rilevali sui
tc:rreno 0 ricavati da1la lettaatum aUtmte, suggeriamo una genes.i per deposizione sin-sedi
mentrit, squita da (llltZia1e rimobilizzazion supergenia, e riten.iamo cbe il rooJo del magmarismo
mio-pliocenico su1la dinribuzione deIIo Sn neII'aCCll di Monte Valerio sit stato asui limitaW
se non acIdirittura nullo.

REsUME.. - Toos les Auteurs qui jusqu'ici se sont interesse. du gisement de Monte
Valerio en soutiennent une genese pyrometasomadque ou pneumatholitique-hydrothennale,
en rapport avec I'Rctivite magmatique acide mio-plioc-.:ne. De, notre part, sur la base des
donn~s directement relevm sur le terrain ou tirees de la liuerature existente, nous suggerons
une g~nese par d~pot sin-sedimentaire, suivie par une dmobilisation particlle supergenique;
ncus croyons par consequent que le role du magmadsme mio-pliocene sur la distribution du
Sn dans !'aire de Monte Valerio a ele tIft limite si non tout a f.il inexistant.

1•• Foreword

Monte Valerio has been the largest Tin deposit of Italy. It was known since
Etruscan times, and intensely exploited specially during World War Two. The
original tonnage of exploited reserves (cut-off grade 03" Sn) can be estimated
about I,OCXl,OOO ton crude ore, holding 4,OCXl tons of Tin. At present, reserves with
higher grade than 03 % Sn are practically exhausted; large reserves with lower
grade (0.1-02 % minimum) are very probably still available.

The most important paper (with a rich bibliography) on Monte Valerio is
the one by STELUr. (1955). The papers by GIANNINI (1955) and by BUTOlANI

(1958) contain outstanding contributions to the geology and, respectively, to the
petrology and ore microscopy of Campiglia ar("a, in which Monte Valerio is included.
The area of Campiglia in turn is a pan of the sheet 119 '(Massa Marittima)

• University of Milan, C.nedra di Gillcimenli Minenri, Fac. Scienze MEN. •• 'The teslCDlial
puu of this paper, under the title c'The Tin ckposit of Moote Valeric (Tu.sc:any • It""y)'
pneumatolyric-hydrotht:nnal or scdimentary-remobilization pl'OC'C5lel? should rome OUI In tho.:
• Ramdhor Volume _, 10 be soon published by Springer Veri.., Heidelbetg.
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mapped by Lorrl (1906) and rc-mapped by BRANDl, DALu.N, GIANNISI, UZZAROlTO,
MAz.zANTI, $QuARel, TAFFI, TOSGIORGI. TU\-ISAN (1968).

Field work, for the prcS<:nt p3pc-:r, was carried out by P. ZUFfAJ.D1; laboratory
studies mainly by I. VENEAANDI-P1RRI; both are responsible for the conclusions.

2. • Geological outline

Ftg. I. - The stf:ltigf:ll'hic column of MOnle Va·
kTio (I) and the di~tribulion of Cauil~ile along
it (11). Se.. point 2.1 for upluuliOft of ~ymbol....

Monte Valerio area (fig. 1):
A ~ Upper Triassic gray cristallinc

dolomite, blackish limestones, black
shales.

According to GIANNINI (1955) they
an~ not oUlcropping and have been found
in depth by drilling; their base is not
visible; proved thickness is about 50 m.

May~ some bedded crystalline
grayish limestones underlying the mas
sive white marbles of complex Band
included in it according to the official
geologir maps, should be predated and
include<! in complex A; a good example
is visible at the western base of Mome
Spinosa.

This hypothesis was also forwarded,
at least in dubitative form, by Larn
(1910) and by MUCIAI (1936).

The transition from A complex to
B complex seems to be: conformable.
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2.1. Local ntuation
The following

c

A

B . Lower Liassic m:us.ive:, whitish
and gray limestones, turning to white
massive marbles in depth and in the
proximity of the Teniary granites of
Batro ~i Marmi. They are some hundred
meters thick (300 or more?).

Their composition is monotonous
along their whole thickness except the
upper 20 meters: pink, somewhat silicic
limestone lenses are frequem in the latter

section. The pink colour is connected to diffused presence of haematite-goethite
(often pseudomorphous after cubic pyrite) all along the b«Is (not only at their
exposed surfaces). This fact speaks for an early, syn-diagenetic, weathering of pyrite
and consequenl deposition of Fe ox.
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If this is nue, the pink silicic len~s may be considered as evidences of
sin.ciagenetic oxidizing environments possibly rdated to paleo<urrents.

The boundary between formation B ano the overlying formations C has the
grometric and stratigraphic characters of an emersion surfaces: fj.: the boundary
surf.ace is oblique to stratification; the basal beds of C sometimes occupy hollows
of B and are placed side by side to the massive limestones. These features have
been described also by GIANNINI (1955).

C • Middle: (partially Upper?) Liassic thinly bedded marly limestones,
disconformably overlying form.ation B. The; are pinkish, at places silicified. with

Fig. J. - hnod>er _lior. in the _ fronl of fig. 2; the: lower ~n (ill'lOOth venial $l.lIiaces)
is made of thinly bMdnl • Ammonilic Red EmnIDftC$.; the upper Jnrt (rough, irrctular sunac:n.)
is (/minty) made of jasperL The regular bedding of limestones and some karSl)e cavities in them
are evident. A piKe of lim.,.tone, embedd«l in jasper, is visible at tm, e:ureme left ~ide of the photo.

interbedded pinkish silicic lenses close to the base; they are gray and Rint
nodules bearing in the middle and upper section.

The thickness of the whole complex in Monte Valerio area is about 100 meters.
An evident emersion surface, partially coated with a thick quarzitic crust,
separates formation C from the overlying formation D. Features interpretable as
connected to (partial) emersion and - in general - to basin instability (obliquity
of boundary surfaces to bedding planes; slumping, quick eteropic cbanges) occur
also inside the same formation C.

GIANNINI (1955) calls c Red Ammonitic lime:slOnes. the lower section of this
complex, and c Gray Rinty limestones. t.he upper one.

0+ E • A huge (3Q0.400 meter thick) inclusive sequence: ranging from Lower
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Fig. 4 and Fig. 5. - Evidences of erosion surfaces (Fig. 4) and syn·sedimemary
deformations (Fig. 5) in the ¥ Ammonitu: Red Limestones & in a creek, close to Sassctta.

529

Jurassic to Paleogene unconformably C) overlie Complex C. It is foundamemally
made up of variegated, more or less silicificd slates; lenses of marbles, of marly

(I) It is difficult to establish if the unconfonnity is stratigrafic or is tectonic, and
connected to differential settling of the tyo complexes, that have so different plasticity.
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and/or silicified limestones, of jaspers and (particularly in the lowermost 50 meters)
of ferruginous quartzites afC occasionally interbedded in the lower section (complex
D). They are still less frequent in the upper one (complex E), the wpmost part
of which includes lenses of [lUmrnulitic breccias.

The lower section, on the basis of its fossil content, is considered to be
equivalent to the., Posidonomya mads" fOlmation of other part of Tuscany and
the upper one to the c Scaglia Rossa" (= Red Scale) also called c Polichronous
Slates" on the basis of their most evident characters.

To put a boundary in between complex D and complex E is however very
problematic in Monte Valerio area; it is not so uncertain in other parts of the
region, as it will be said in section 2.2.1,

Fig. 6. - A front in a small quarr)' on the S·E side of Monte Calvi,
showing s)'n.?iagenetic deformations in «Ammonit;c Red limestones ».

The ferruginous quartzitic lenses of L(,wer Jurassic deserve some attention;
thay are lenticular and isooriented III plan, with long axes nearly parallel to the
bed dips.

They occur at different levels, and p:tss laterally either to lesser and lesser
silicified beds or to sil1cic Iron-Manganese hydroxide lenticular concentrations.

Their thickness is about 1 meter, the maximum thickness (6-8 meters) pertaining
to a quartzitic lense occurring at the base of the complex. Short apophyses,
s?=cially along their foot-walls, are not uncommon.

We interpret them as (hard grounds >; this is in contrast with the exis6ng
literature, that explain them either as primary sediments or deriving from
metasomatic-hydrothermal processes.
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Moreover, it has to be poimed out that the ferruginous quartzitic lenses are
quite different from the jaspers, either on the lithological/structural standpoint
and - in our opinion - on the genesis: is fact, whichever their origin (volcanic?

, organogenic?), the jaspers arc primary sediments.
K - A small klippen, made of Upper Triassic brecciated dolomitic limestones,

covers the Lower Jurassic complex in S. Barbara region (West of Monte Valerio).
Its surface extent is very limited and it should not be worth mentioning, if not
because of the significance it can have for palinspastic/paleogeographic reconstructions.

22. Corrtdations with the regional geology

2.2.1. The regional sedimentary sequence
Monte Valerio area is a small section (about 3.5 sq. km) of the Campiglia

region, that is a triangular area of about 70 sq. km, made up of various autochtonous
terranes, ranging from Trias to Oligocene, intruded by a number of Alpidic
magmatic rocks.

It is surrounded by recem sediments and/or volcanic flows and, at places,
covered by alloctonous (mainly clayey) (erranes.

The regional sequence includes, in addition to all terranes occurring in Monte
Valerio area, also the Oligocene complex made of nummul.itic breceias, ::md of the
so-called f: macigno ~ (= hard rock). Moreover, at places, a well developed,
intensely quarried, jasper hOrizon is present dearly In the middle section of
complex D + E, and (as proposed by GIANNINI, 1955) it may be considered as
the key bed to separate D from E. Jasper age, consequently, should be Maim,
according to that Author.

Unfortunately the jaspers horizon, even if at places fairly thick (up to some
tens of meters), is not continuous all over the region: f.i., it is absent in Monte
Valerio area.

The stratigraphic relations among thc~e complexes are not so easy to be
established: thick vegetation covers and masks large areas and consequently outcrops
are generally poor and discontinuous. Fortunately some quarries, open in complexes
B, C and in jaspers, help mapping, at places.

Additional interpretative hinderances arise from strong differences in com
petences of (he different complexes; as a matter of fact some of them became rigid
since an early diagenetic stages (limestones), others have been plastic during
diagenesis and then became rigid Gaspers), others have always been, and still
are, plastic (slates).

22.2. Tectonic hypotheses
All these difficulties taken into consid;:ration, the previous literature inclines

for a continuous and conformable deposition of the whole series from Trias to
Oligocem;. This statement howewer does root apply all over Campiglia region:
f.i., Monte Valerio area, as it was discussed at point 2.1, shows evidences of emersions.
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Another convlficmg emersion evidence is visible in a quarry recently open in
Monte Peloso; here the jaspers of complex D+ E overlie directly an eroded,
karstified surface of the c Ammonitic Red~, :15 it is shown in fig. 2 and 3.

Some features of c Ammonitic Red. visible along a creek, dose to Sassetta, arc
also interpretable as indicative of emersion stages (fig. 4, 5).

Furthermore bedding irregularities of some < Amrnonitic Red:l and of some
jaspers and their relationships to the country rocks s~k for slumping and flowing
during their diagcnesis in local syn-sedimentary bottom trenches (fig. 6).

Onc is consequently induced to suggest that the Campiglia region was affected
by syn-sedimentary tectonics, from upper Lower Lias to Maim, that ca,usa:! at
places (?) partial (?) emersions/subemersions: Monte Valerio is one, but not
the only. of such areas.

Going deeper into the geology nf this region is well beyond the purpose of this
paper and of the same experiences of the Authors. They wish only to ·underlain
that, on the prospectors' standpoint, the localization of other paleogeographic
environments like or similar to the Monte Valerio area, could be of outstanding
interest, spccially if the genetic hypothesis, we are going to propose, is correct.

3. - Cae8iterite occurrence8

3.1. Factual obs~tJations at tire large scale
a) Cassiterite non<ommereial occurrences (be.low 03 % Sn: most frequently

between 0.01 and 0.1 %) and/or positive geochemical anomalies are widespread
in all terranes A, B, C. D. It has to be pointed out that also in the Triassic
complex of Gavorrano and of Monte Argentario, traces of Sn were recently
found (BURTET FABills & OMENETTO, 1975 and personal comunication by (h,tE

!'>'l:1TO).

b) Cassiterite commercial concentrations (more than 03 % Sn) occur either in
strata-bound and in cross-cuuing deposits.
I) The strata-bound deposits are located in two well defined sections of the

stratigraphic sequence described at point 2.1; namely:
(I) the upper 10-20 meters of complex B;
(ll) the lowest 50 meters of complex D.

2) Tire cross-cutting deposits occur along faults and fractures: they are fairly
frequent in complex, B, where they show the typical shapes and compositions
of karstic conccnlr;nions. A small, Iimonite-cassiterite stockworck was exploited
in complex D.
It is nOlerworthy that cassiterite cross-cuuing industrial concentrations occur
only in connection to the strata-bound industrial accumulations.

c) The strata bonds in strata-bound concentrations are still more evident, if they
are investigated at the scale of the deposit.
I) Sn concentrations in section b-I) are located in two beds, each onc having
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1-2 meter thikness; the first at the very top of the complex, the second
5·7 meters below.
The pay-streaks, in both beds, are isooriented, lenticular, with long axes
slightly oblique to the bed dips, and therefore they are more or less paraUel
to the ferruginous quartzitic lenses of complex D.
It is noterworthy that these pay-streaks coincide with the pink, somewhat
silicic, limestone lenses described and discussed at point 2.1.B.
At places and in very confined portions of the pay-streaks (a few cubic
meters) grade is very high (up to 70 % Sn): miners call them., massello
calcareo» (limy small masses).

2) Sn concentrations in section b-2) are located inside the most silicic interbedded
lenses.
., Massello» type concentrations are present also in them; they are called
., massello pietra» (stony small masses) owing to their particular hardness
and compactness.

d) Mio-Pliocene granite crops out 3 km North of Monte Valerio; it was reached,
at 1130 m depth, by a drill.hole beneath the Sn ore deposit.
It is an aplitic, Tourmaline bearing granite in both cases. Some co-magmatic
porphyries occur North of Monte Valerio; Cu, Pb, Zn bearing skarns are alsc
present; they have been intensely explored and exploited.
The numerous explorations and samplings carried out dose to the granite and to
the porphyries and in the skarns, c1eary demonstrated that there is no change
in Sn content approaching them.
On the other hand, tourmaliniferous granites occur also in two other areas
of Tuscany: the mining districts of Gavorrano (pyrite) and of Elba Island
(complex Fe ores), but no Sn concentrations or, even, positive anomalies, are
known in these areas.
One may thus assume that, on the stand-point of Sn distribution, Mio·Pliocene
magmatism and allied metamorphism are ininfluential.
This sentence is evidently in contrast with the ancient generic hypotheses,
which attached particular importance to the presence of Tourmaline in the
granite and in the Sn deposit.

31. Factual observatioTls at the micro-scale
Observations at the microscopic scale of the strata-bound concentrations seem

to have particular bearing on the genetic investigations.
a) Fig. 7 aLKI 8 show structural/textural details of a ., massello pietra» sample:

they all s!Jggest sedimentary deposition processes.
b) Paragenesis in strata-bound concentratioll~ include essentially Cassiterite, Tour

maline, Quartz, Calcite, and minor quantities of Limonite, Ematite, Pyrolusite,
Siderite, Pyrite, Chalcopyrite, Galena, Sphalerite as recognized by BERTOLANI,

1958. Sn.LW, 1955 quote the possible presence of acicular transparent Actinote;
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FIg. 7. - TAi" s«tiOrl 01 <i MiUJ~/o Pin,. It; I Nicol, X 8 (abolll). - CauilnitC' is black; lbe
...bile thin K'ilms/vcinJcu and the l./Tlalk$t white specks afC made of Quart% aggrtp.ta, holding
Tourmaline: Ihis bltn is ncM vUiblc at this cnlarSC'fIIoC'nt. Quart%, in tOfU<:: ..earn.. in C\'idendy
J)SC'Udomorl)bous afl.,.. rombocdn.1 minn-als (probably Cakilc). "The br~ ...hite spou (~ly
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frequent in the ccntral section of the right side and near the left lower corner) arc vugs. These
vugs were not produced during the preparation of the thin seclion (may be some ones!): they
were pre5<'nt in the rock itself, and were stained or partially filled with Gocthite; the cubic
outline of most of them suggests the presence of an original idioblastic mineral (prob<lbly P)'rile)
formed during diagenesis. Banded structure is the most stricking feature; other features which can Ix:
explained as produced b}' sedimentary/diagenetic processes, are also evident; f.i.: slumping (central
part of the right side), squeeud diagenetic fr~C1ures (left side), cross and convolute bedding,
load casts (upper section of this Fig. and in Fig. 8).

Fig. 8. - A drlail from thr up,," /retio" 01 Fig. 7 - Thin Section - I Nicol, X 30 (about) 
The different compositions and textures of the various bands is clearly visible. 0.lnvolute bedding
in the upper seams is evident. Specks (made of Quartz aggregate) with rombohedral outline'
(pseudomorphou5 after Calcitel) arc frequent in a C.~ssiterite rich seam in the lower half of the
photo. A Cassiterile accumulation with .. scour and fill. texture occurs beneath it.
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Fig. 9 (lefl) amJ Fig. 10 (right). - Polirhd rN"lion 01 a d<'lail 01 Fig. 7 - l Niool, X 35 and X HO
n:s~ti,·dy. _ The white spots are Rutile; Cassituite is pale gray; dark gray are silicatic gangue
mine.-als (Quartz + Tourmaline). The parallel texture d the rock is e~ident i" pholo 9. Caniterile
seams (u it is shown in photo 10) arc made of aggregates of mainly idiomorphous, slightly
pleochroic cr)'suk

Fig. I L - A drlail Irom Fig. 7 Thi" $«:Iio" . I Nicol, X 200 (abotJt). - The parallel
textures of the rock is evidenl: alignments of Cassiterite aggregate: grains (dark) alternate with
Quart>; seams, ineluding colourless crystals of Tourmaline, having strong relief and random orientation.
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we have not found it and incline to think that, more probably, those acicular
crystals were Tourmaline, that occur :lbundantly, with this same feature, as
described also in BUTOLANI, 1958, and it was determined also by us.
The presence of Rutile: (sce: fig. 9, 10) is here reported for the first time.

c) The t~ture of c massello. is thinly. bedded, with thin seams of practiC2l1y
pure: Cassiterite passing to practically pure Tourmaline:-Quartz seams (see fig. 11).
Cassiterite occur as aggregates of equidimentional well sorted grams; their
average diameter is 0.04 mm, ranging from 0.005 to 1.8; the largest crystals
appear to be the product of coalescence and recrystallization.
Tourmaline occurs as smalllransparem prismatic, sometimes zoned, often bi~nded

crystals; the average lenght of their long axes is 0.02 mm, ranging from 0.003 to 0.1.
Comparing Cassiterite and Tourmaline grain siu, and taking into account
their specific weights (7 and 3.1 respectively) it ensues that they are not
c equivalent ., in the dressing plant meaning.

4•. Discu8Mon • Genetic bypotbe8e8

We incline to attach great significance to the structure and texture of strata-bound
Cassiterite deposits (32A. 32.c), and to the topographic correlation between strata
bound and cross<utting ore accumulations (3.1.h); the lack of correlation between
Mio-Pliocene magmatism and cassiterite occurrences, inferred by us, at point 3.l.d,
is - in our opinion - another important argument in the genetic discussion.

On these bases, we incline to curtail very much the role of Mio-Pliocene
magmatism on the formation of Cassiterite accumulations and propose the following
two-stages genetic scheme: (1) syn-sedimentary deposition of Cassiterite-Tourmaline
in the time span from Trias to Dagger, with particular intensity in the uppermost
fraction of Lower Lias and in Lower Dagger; (11) Post·Pliocene supergene partial
remobilization, with consequent karstic and/or c sedimentary vein. 2ccumulations.

Rttrystallization, well visible in Cassiterite, may be diagenetic or may the
(only) result of the (feeble) Mio-Pliocene metamorphism affecting Monte Va
lerio area.

The other factual observations listed in chapter 3 fit quite well this scheme:
as a matter of fact, we explained the shapes, compositions and orientations of
pay-sueaks in Lower Lias and in Lower Dogger as sedimentary features (palen
currents and, respectively, hard grounds).

Also the thinly bedded texture of c massello. (see point 32.c) can be interpreted
as a sedimentary alluvial feature: in particular the non-equivalence of Cassiterite
and of Tourmaline particles hindered mixed depositions and helped their separation,
according to (slight) changes in current velocity, giving thus rise to different,
practiC2l1y mono-mineralic seams or lenses.

The same accessory presence of Rutile grains is in favour of alluvial deposition
processes; on the other hand, the (occasional) presence of Sulfides suggests the
intervention (even if scamy) of chemical metal transport and ore deposition.
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The source of Cassiterite and Tourmaline is a troubling problem, on the basis
of the data till now available. The limited roundness of Cassiterite and the perfect
shape of Tourmaline particles suggest, in our genetic scheme, that the source should
have been very close to the site of deposition.

It is difficult to go further in trying to unravel this problem; in a muely
sedimentary alluvial scheme, the presence of a paleo-continent, just West of Tuscany,
undergoing erosion during Mesozoic sedimentation, may be suggested, according
to the paleogeographic recostruction of Central-Northern Italy by BosELLINI, 1973,
by Hsu, 1911 and by Cocov.A and SCHAFEI.. 1974; the Island of Elba, the deep
section of Monte Argentario (and probably of some minor islands of cemrnl
Tyrrheni::tn) can be considered residual parts of such a paleo<ontinem, and a
more or less direct connection with the Corso-Sardic massive can be suggested.

It is well known that the presence of Cassiterite, even if in non conspicuous
accumulations, is well known in Sardinian Hercynian basemem, and has been
recently enphasized with gcochemical prospecting (M"RCEJ..LO, PRETfI, SALVAOORI,
1977); it is not illogical to think that this same situation extended also in the
supposed paleo-continent.

A more or less direct volcanic source could also be considered, taking into
account that recently GI"NNELLI & PUXEDOU (1979), BAGl':OLI et alii (1978) proved
the existence of volcanic activity in the Paleozoic terranes of Tuscany; the presence
of hydrothermal sources, of strong hydrothermal alteration phenomena, the same
presence of Mio-Pliocene granite and of conspicuous Plio-Pleistocene lava Rows
close to, or not far from, Monte Valerio area, could be interpreted as the recem
prosecution of a more ancient, till now unknown, volcanism close to the area of
Monte Valerio_

The boron content of Larderello hydrothermalism may be also significant,
in this volcano-sedimentary scheme, in order to ~xplain the presence of tourmaline.

4. . Conclueion

We don't expect to have solved the genetic problem of Monte Valerio; we
think howewer that the factual observations described above are sufficient to
suggest to let drop the pneumatolytic-hydrolhermal model and to support a syn
sedimentary genetic scheme, in which alluvial concentration processes of ores/
minerals coming from a close source had noteworthy importance.

This working hypothesis should be taken into consideration for future Cassiterite
prospecting in Tuscany.

Ak1fowldgmtflls. - We 1I~ indebted with Prof. M. BUroUNI, of Modena University,
who kindly supplied us with 11 $lImple of t~, by now undiscovera.ble. «masse:llo _ and with
some thin sections of his oollection. We a~ .also indebted with Dr. R. UESPI, Dr. LtBORIO

and Pro!. A. GUGNANtN of Milan UnivtttilY for lWislenc.: in IabonllOry work; to Pro£. I. UUS
of CaJliari University, who revised !he manuscript, ror criticism and suggeslion~: 10 Mr. U. FE'
bEI.ICI and F. GnvAsom. slUdentt in Milan Univc:rsity, for mitten« in 6c:ld work.
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